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Electronic structure and exchange interactions in the manganese-based pyrochlore oxides
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We describe the ferromagnetism in the manganese pyrochlores, such as Tl2Mn2O7 and Sc2Mn2O7, in terms
of the interplay between superexchange, Zener double exchange, and indirect exchange, the first being anti-
ferromagnetic~AF! while the last two are ferromagnetic. The tendency towards the antiferroalignment of the
localized Mn spins is significantly weakened due to~i! the presence of spin frustration in the Mn sublattice and
~ii ! the large bend in the Mn-O-Mn bond, which reduces the magnitude of the AF superexchange. This helps
the ferromagnetic interaction terms, viz., the indirect exchange and the Zener double exchange, to dominate.
The indirect exchange on the Mn-O-Mn bond, which is modeled by a coupling of the O 2p electrons to the
conduction-band states, produces a weak ferromagnetism in the insulating pyrochlores. In the metallic pyro-
chlores, the indirect exchange is also present, but it is now supplemented by the Zener double exchange,
making the ferromagnetism more robust, as indicated from a higher value of the Curie temperatureTc .
Density-functional calculations for the metallic Tl2Mn2O7 pyrochlore, show the itinerant Zener carriers medi-
ating double-exchange to be electrons in theG1 minority spin band crossing the Fermi energy, with predomi-
nantly Mn 3d, Tl 6s, and O 2p characters. These Zener carriers move in a lattice of localized Mnt2g spins,
with the carrier spins aligned antiparallel to the localized spins.@S0163-1829~98!05335-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The manganese-based pyrochlore compounds, suc
Tl2Mn2O7, are an intriguing class of manganese compoun
Unlike their perovskite counterparts, they are nominally n
mixed valence, do not exhibit a strong Jahn-Teller effe
have presumably a weak electron-phonon coupling, and
exhibit the colossal magnetoresistive~CMR! behavior.1,2 The
discovery of CMR in the pyrochlores is therefore of gre
significance to the understanding of the mechanism
CMR.

We address in this paper the issue concerning the na
of electron states and magnetic exchange interactions in
pyrochlores. Our analysis is based on results of dens
functional studies of the electronic structure and on result
simple models that we develop for the magnetic exchan
We propose that the relatively weak ferromagnetism in
insulating pyrochlores is produced by an indirect exchan
while the ferromagnetism is stronger in the metallic py
chlores because of the additional ferromagnetic~FM! cou-
pling due to double exchange.

The Zener double exchange3–5 relies on the presence o
two types of spins in the lattice, viz., the itinerant spins~Ze-
ner carriers! and a lattice of localized spins. Because a c
tain alignment of the itinerant spins with respect to the loc
ized spins is required by the physics of the problem~e.g.,
Hund’s rule favors a parallel spin alignment!, the Zener car-
riers can move about freely if the localized spins are align
ferromagnetically with respect to one another. If a sufficie
number of carriers is present, typically'10% for the perov-
skite manganites, then they can turn an otherwise antife
magnetic lattice ferromagnetic.

The double exchange~DE! was originally conceived by
Zener to be produced by the simultaneous hopping of a
electron to an oxygen atom and an oxygen electron to
other Mn atom on a Mn-O-Mn bond, so that the oxygen sh
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~12!/7585~8!/$15.00
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remains full and in the process the valence of the two
atoms are interchanged. It has been suggested that the
mechanism may be absent in the pyrochlores because
large bend in the Mn-O-Mn bond angle and because
nominal lack of mixed valence of the Mn ions. In this pap
we shall argue that a double exchange mechanism is ind
operational in the metallic pyrochlores and the system, e
though stoichiometric, may be considered to be ‘‘interna
doped,’’ thereby producing the necessary Zener carriers.
competing antiferromagnetic~AF! superexchange betwee
the localized spins is shown to be weakened by the la
bend of the Mn-O-Mn bond, which helps the FM interactio
terms to be dominant.

II. ELECTRONIC BAND STRUCTURE OF Tl 2Mn2O7

To understand the nature of the relevant electron sta
we have performed a local-spin-density approximat
~LSDA! calculation of the electronic structure for a speci
metallic pyrochlore compound, viz., Tl2Mn2O7, in the ex-
perimentalFd3̄m structure,6,7 using the linear muffin-tin or-
bitals~LMTO! method.8 The electron band structures, show
in Fig. 1, agree with those presented earlier by Singh9 using
the linearized augmented plane-wave method. In addition
the bands, we have also shown the symmetries of the w
functions at theG point in the Brillouin zone, which is usefu
in determining the orbital components of the electron sta
from the symmetry information presented in Table I.

The calculated spin magnetic moment of 2.97mB is con-
sistent with the measured value of 2.74mB ~Ref. 1! or
2.59mB .6 The experimental values are probably undere
mates in view of impurities present in the sample and due
lack of complete saturation of magnetization.1 The small de-
viation of the calculated spin moment from an integer va
is consistent with the near-complete filling of both the m
jority and the minority spin bands. In fact, the number
7585 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Energy-band structure of ferromagnetic Tl2Mn2O7 calculated in the local-spin-density approximation.
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electrons in theG1 pocket at the Fermi energy may be com
puted from this deviation and it turns out to be about 0.03e2

per formula unit.
The basic features of the band structures are summar

as follows. The occupied majority spin bands consist o
joint O 2p1Mn t2g band of ;8 eV width, with a small
pocket ofG158 holes. An important feature of the band stru
ture is a free-electron-likeG1 minority spin band crossing th
Fermi energy. Since theG158 holes have a large mass~small
band dispersion!, these states are expected to be unimpor
as current carriers and may indeed be localized by the p
ence of a small amount of impurity. The electrons in theG1
pocket, therefore, are the important mobile carriers and t
are the equivalent of the Mneg Zener carriers in the perovs
kites. The picture of electronic structure that then emerge
shown in Fig. 2. The band results are consistent with
x-ray-absorption spectroscopy data indicating the prese
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a
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s-

y
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e
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of doping into the Tl 6s-like band.10,11

To illustrate the nature of theseG1 carriers, we have pro-
jected out the partial density of states~DOS! ~shown in the
top panel of Fig. 3!, from which we find that the wave
function character of theG1 pocket consists primarily of Mn
t2g and Tl 6s characters, and some O~2! 2p character. The
two types of oxygen atoms O~1! and O~2! form, respectively,
the Tl4O~1! tetrahedra and the MnO~2!6 octahedra.7,12 It is
interesting that the Mneg orbitals responsible for the Zene
carriers in the perovskites contribute very little in the case
the pyrochlores. In fact, from symmetry considerations~see
Table I!, the Mneg orbitals cannot contribute to theG1 state
at the center of the Brillouin zone. This means that the c
tribution of the Mneg orbitals to theG1 pocket is greatly
diminished, even though the symmetry argument ho
strictly at theG point only. Contribution from the O~1! 2p
orbitals is also small for the same reason.
re
r of
TABLE I. Irreducible representations of the Oh group spanned by various orbitals in the pyrochlo
structure Tl2Mn2O~1!O~2!6 . N is the number of orbitals per unit cell. The oxygen occurring at the cente
the Tl tetrahedra is denoted by O~1!, while the O~2! atoms form the MnO6 octahedra.

Orbitals N G1 G2 G12 G15 G25 G18 G28 G128 G158 G258

Mn/Tl ~s! 4 1 1
Mn/Tl ~p! 12 2 1 1 1

Mn/Tl ~d! t2g 12 1 1 1 2
Mn/Tl ~d! eg 8 1 1 1

O~1! ~s! 2 1 1
O~1! ~p! 6 1 1
O~2! ~s! 12 1 1 1 1 1 1
O~2! ~p! 36 1 1 3 2 1 1 2 3
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PRB 58 7587ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND EXCHANGE . . .
The nature of theG1 electrons is further illustrated from
the charge-density contour plots~Fig. 4!, which were ob-
tained by summing over the electron charge density of
occupied states just belowEf in this pocket. The contribu-
tions from the various atoms are: Tl252312%, Mn252
318%, O(1)15137%, O(2)65633%, and the remain-
ing 15% coming from the empty sphere orbitals in t
LMTO method.

It may be remarked here that the Ruderman-Kitt
Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY ! interaction,13 describing the interac
tion between two localized spins mediated via conduct
electrons~such as theG1 electrons in Tl2Mn2O7 here!, is
obtained by assuming a small perturbation of the conduc
electrons by a local spin. The perturbation produces halo

FIG. 2. Schematic band structure corresponding to Fig. 1

FIG. 3. One-electron density of states for Tl2Mn2O7 . The top
panel shows the partial DOS of the minority electrons, correspo
ing to theG1 band near the Fermi energy.
e
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the spin density, i.e., alternating excesses of spin-up
spin-down densities. A second spin aligns either ferro-
antiferromagnetically with the first spin depending on t
predominant spin density at its site.

The RKKY ideas work very well for dilute magnetic sys
tems. In the pyrochlores, on the other hand, the entire lat
of Mn t2g spins affect the conduction electrons perturbi
them strongly. The perturbation is so strong in fact that
free-electron-likeG1 band is completely spin polarized a
seen from the band structure. This being the case, only
type of conduction spins is present, which leads to a F
interaction between the Mn atoms at all distances. This i
contrast to the oscillating RKKY interaction originating from
the oscillating spin-up and -down densities. The magne
interaction carried by such strong perturbation of the cond
tion spins is best described in terms of the standard Ze
double-exchange model.

III. DOUBLE-EXCHANGE IN METALLIC PYROCHLORES

In this section, we describe the double-exchange mec
nism for Tl2Mn2O7, which may be relevant for the entir
class of metallic pyrochlores, assuming that their band str
tures are similar.

The mechanism involving theG1 carriers and the Mn core
spins is described by the standard DE Hamiltonian:

H52(̂
i j &

JSW i•SW j2t (
^ i j &,s

cis
† cj s1H.c.1(

i
JHSW i•sW i , ~1!

where SW (sW) denotes the spins of the localized~itinerant!
electrons.

There are, however, a few differences from the DE in
perovskite manganites. First, the majority-spint2g electrons
forming the core spins are much less localized in the py
chlores, and may have to be treated more accurately. T
first approximation, however, they still may be consider
classical and localized withS53/2. Second, there is an im
portant difference in the nature of the Zener carriers. O
band calculations show that these consist of theG1 electron
pocket with their wave functions made up of Mnt2g↓, Tl
6s↓, and O 2p↓ orbitals. The Mnt2g↓ part of the wave

d-

FIG. 4. Electronic charge-density contours of the minority sp
G1 band on a plane containing Mn and Tl atoms. The charge den
is spread out in the entire solid, consistent with the itinerant ch
acter of this band.
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7588 PRB 58S. K. MISHRA AND S. SATPATHY
function may be expected to interact via DE with the loc
ized Mn t2g↑ spins. What gives these Mnt2g↓ electrons a
delocalized character is the admixture with the free-electr
like Tl 6s and O~2! 2p states. Being of itinerant characte
these electrons are expected to both conduct well and m
ate double exchange. Notice that the Coulomb interac
terms in the Hamiltonian that led to the very interesti
charge-ordering phenomena in the perovskites14,15 are unim-
portant for the pyrochlores because of the small numbe
Zener carriers and they have been omitted from the Ha
tonian, Eq.~1!.

The nature of the Zener carriers is in direct contrast w
the eg↑ electrons in the perovskites,16 where the strong
Hund’s rule energy costJH ensured that the spin of theeg
electrons line up with thet2g spins on Mn. The paralle
alignment of the itinerant and the localized spins is absen
the pyrochlores and it is replaced by the opposite tende
viz., that the G1 conduction electrons now prefer to b
aligned antiparallel to the localized Mnt2g spins. ThusJH is
in effect negative. This is not surprising and is the result o
combination of~i! the relatively small Mn 3d component of
the G1 electrons and~ii ! the band-structure hybridization e
fects.

Based on the exchange splitting between theG1 spin-up
and -down bands of;2 eV, the magnitude of the effectiv
JH is slightly smaller than the same quantity in the mang
ites. As already emphasized by Zener3 and by Anderson and
Hasegawa,4 the DE interaction is not altered by whether t
conduction spins prefer to align parallel or antiparallel w
the localized spins and the pyrochlores are indeed an
ample of the latter case.

The total number of electrons occupying theG1↓ band as
obtained from our calculation is about 0.03e2 per formula
unit as compared to the nominal carrier concentration
0.001–0.005e2 suggested from Hall measurements.1 How-
ever, the experimental estimate suffers from two defici
cies: ~i! the standard expression for the Hall coefficient
terms of the electron number assumes a spherical Fermi
face and~ii ! there may be charge compensation coming fr
the impurities in the experimental pyrochlore samples.
addition to these, the presence of both an electron and a
pocket complicates the situation. All these would render
measured value of the electron number inaccurate at b
Nevertheless, both experiments and the band calculation
dicate that the number of carriers is undoubtedly small
nonzero.

The question now is whether the ferromagnetic DE p
duced by such a small number of Zener carriers is suffic
to overcome the AF superexchange interaction among
core spins. A simple estimate following De Genne
argument5 would indicate a DE interactionJDE;(W/2)
3x, where W is the bandwidth (W;2 eV! and x is the
carrier concentration (x;0.015ē/Mn atom!, resulting in a
FM JDE;15 meV for Tl2Mn2O7, which is indeed sizable. In
addition, the ferromagnetic DE interaction is very effecti
in the pyrochlores, because of the fact that the AF supe
change is considerably weakened due to two factors. F
there is a considerable deviation from the linear Mn-O-M
bond with a Mn-O-Mn bend angle of'133°.12 This weak-
ens the AF superexchange between the Mn core spins m
ated via the O(2p) electrons as we shall see below. Seco
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the Mn sublattice being magnetically frustrated~see Fig. 5!,
a net antiferromagnetic interaction cannot be taken full
vantage of. The topology of the Mn sublattice is in fact sim
lar to that of the spinelB sublattice, e.g., of magnetit
(Fe3O4), where the lattice frustration causes the well-know
charge order-disorder transition~Verwey transition!.17,18The
weakening of the AF interaction is sufficient that the indire
exchange~discussed in Sec. V! is able to tip the energy bal
ance in favor of a ferromagnetic system, which is furth
strengthened by the ferromagnetic DE interaction in the m
tallic pyrochlores.

IV. EFFECT OF THE Mn-O-Mn BOND ANGLE
ON SUPEREXCHANGE

To illustrate the reduction of the superexchange inter
tion with the Mn-O-Mn bond angle, we consider the orig
of the AF exchange interaction within a simple model. T
spirit of the model is similar to the recent works on th
superexchange interaction in the perovskite manganites19,20

That the bend in the Mn-O-Mn bond reduces the antifer
magnetic superexchange has been, in fact, known for a
time;21 what we present below is an evaluation of the ma
nitude of this effect using a simple, exactly solvable mod

We consider a triatomic Mn-O-Mn system with a core M
t2g spin and a single ‘‘valence’’ orbital on each Mn ato
onto which an Op electron can hop, provided that its spin
parallel to the Mn core spin. Thus, in effect, the Hund’s ru
energy cost is taken to bè, so that the antiparallel align
ment of spins on the Mn atom is not allowed. Because of t
and because we consider a single Mn valence orbital, a C
lomb interaction term on the Mn atom produces no effect
our model.

The superexchange interaction is mediated by the six o
gen p electrons moving back and forth between the th
atoms. However, since the out-of-plane oxygenpz orbital is
not coupled by symmetry to the Mn orbital, only four of th
six electrons participate in the superexchange interact
We denote the Mn-O hopping matrix element byt and ig-
nore the CoulombU on the oxygen site. Inclusion of neithe
the oxygenU nor a higher number of orbitals on the M
atom presents any extra complications. However, it does
change the essential physics being considered here, so
our simple model suffices.22

When the core spins on the two Mn atoms are ferrom

FIG. 5. Connectivity of the Mn sublattice indicating lattice fru
tration and also showing the octahedral arrangement of the oxy
atoms in the pyrochlore structure. Black~white! circles denote Mn
~O! atoms.
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netically aligned, there are four spin-up and two spin-do
orbitals to be occupied by the four active Op electrons
present in the problem. Since the on-site energy of the Op
orbital is typically several eV below that of the ‘‘valence
orbital on the Mn atom, the ground state will have tw
spin-up and two spin-down electrons, moving in a s
dimensional (4C232C2) configuration space. The Hami
tonian is given by

H↑↑51
ed 0 2t9 2t8 0 0

0 ed t8 t9 0 0

2t9 t8 2ed 0 t9 t8

2t8 t9 0 0 t8 t9

0 0 t9 t8 ed 0

0 0 t8 t9 0 ed

2 , ~2!

whereed is the on-site energy of the Mn orbital with respe
to the O p orbital energy~zero of energy!, t8[t cos(u/2),
andt9[t sin(u/2). The angle dependence here comes me
from the specific orientations of the oxygenpx andpy orbit-
als that affect the tight-binding matrix elements23 and it is by
tw
n

-

ly

no means to be confused with the Anderson-Hasegawa
ping coming from double exchange. The basis set is in
order us1x&, us1y&, us1s2&, uxy&, uxs2&, and uys2&, referring
to the two occupied spin-up orbitals. The two spin-dow
electrons can have just one possible configuration, viz.,uxy&,
because,JH being`, the spin-down oxygen electrons are n
allowed to hop to the Mn atoms. Herex andy denote the two
in-plane oxygenp orbitals ands1 and s2 denote the singly
degenerate,G1-like valence orbitals on the two Mn atom
with energyed.

The Hamiltonian~2! can be analytically diagonalized wit
the ground-state energy given by

E↑↑5ed2
1

A2
@ed

214t21Aed
418t2ed

2116t4 sin2 u#1/2.
~3!

Now, in the case where the core spins of the two M
atoms are aligned antiferromagnetically, there are th
spin-up and an equal number of spin-down orbitals availa
to the four electrons, giving rise to a total of3C233C259
possible configurations, viz.,us1x,s2x&, us1x,s2y&, us1x,xy&,
us1y,s2x&, us1y,s2y&, us1y,xy&, uxy,s2x&, uxy,s2y&, and
uxy,xy&, where the two orbitals on the left~right! side of the
comma are occupied by spin-up~down! electrons. The
Hamiltonian is then
H↑↓51
2ed 0 2t8 0 0 0 2t8 0 0

0 2ed 2t9 0 0 0 0 2t8 0

2t8 2t9 ed 0 0 0 0 0 2t8

0 0 0 2ed 0 2t8 t9 0 0

0 0 0 0 2ed 2t9 0 t9 0

0 0 0 2t8 2t9 ed 0 0 t9

2t8 0 0 t9 0 0 ed 0 2t8

0 2t8 0 0 t9 0 0 ed 2t9

0 0 2t8 0 0 t9 2t8 2t9 0

2 , ~4!
ob-
he
been

x-
n

.
n

a

-

with the ground-state energy given by

E↑↓5ed2Aed
214t2. ~5!

The exchange energy is given by the difference of the
ground-state energies:

Jex5E↑↑2E↑↓ . ~6!

Note thatJex is analogous toJS2 in Eq. ~1!. In the limit
that t/ed!1, the exchange energy calculated from Eqs.~3!,
~5!, and~6! reduces to the value

Jex5
2t4

ed
3

cos2 u, ~7!
o

which is antiferromagnetic and this result may also be
tained by using the fourth-order perturbation theory. T
cos2 u dependence of the superexchange interaction has
well established from the variation of the Ne´el temperature
in the antiferromagneticAFeO3 compounds (u is the Fe-
O-Fe bond angle!.24

The calculated angle dependence ofJex from Eq. ~6! is
plotted in Fig. 6, from which it is seen that the supere
change interaction diminishes with increasing Mn-O-M
bend angle, following roughly the cos2 u dependence of Eq
~7!. For the value ofu5p/2, there is no hopping betwee
the two Mn atoms and theJex is therefore zero. For the
pyrochlore compounds, the bend-angleu being'133°, the
magnitude ofJex is diminished by a factor of about 2 to
value that we estimate to be only about'4 meV, as com-
pared to'8 meV for the linear Mn-O-Mn bond in the per
ovskites.
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V. FERROMAGNETIC INDIRECT EXCHANGE
IN THE INSULATING PYROCHLORES

There are several pyrochlores, such as Sc2Mn2O7 and
Y2Mn2O7, which are ferromagnetic insulators. However,
contrast to the metallic ferromagnets such as Tl2Mn2O7,
where ferromagnetism is more robust@Tc;120 K ~Ref. 25!#,
the insulating pyrochlores are only weakly ferromagne
The weak ferromagnetism is evidenced by either a lowTc

@;20 K in Sc2Mn2O7 ~Ref. 26! and Y2Mn2O7 ~Ref. 27!# or
by the absence of a true ferromagnetic order. In fact, th
are indications of a spin glass phase in these compounds26,28

which is presumably the result of the competition betwee
weak ferromagnetic exchange and magnetic anisotropy. S
geometric spin frustration in a weak ferromagnetica
coupled pyrochlore caused by magnetic anisotropy has b
recently observed in Ho2Ti2O7.

29 Since there are no carrier
present in the insulators, the Zener double exchange is
sent. The question then concerns the cause of the ferrom
netic interaction.

We propose here an indirect exchange that would d
the insulating pyrochlores ferromagnetic and estimate
magnitude. This ferromagnetic interaction that is compa
tively weak should indeed be present in manganites in b
the pyrochlore as well as in the the perovskite structu
However, it is often masked by the stronger antiferrom
netic superexchange~e.g., in LaMnO3) or by the ferromag-
netic DE~e.g., in Ca-doped ferromagnetic La12xCaxMnO3).
It dominates in the insulating pyrochlores, since there is
DE and the AF superexchange is largely diminished by
bend of the Mn-O-Mn bond as discussed in the previo
section. We argue that in the metallic pyrochlores such
Tl2Mn2O7, both the indirect exchange and the double e
change are present, and both being ferromagnetic inte
tions, the ferromagnetism is much stronger than the py
chlore insulators, consistent with experimental observatio

The idea of the ferromagnetic indirect exchange
sketched in Fig. 7. It arises in the present model because
small difference in the intersite Coulomb energy between
Mn and O orbitals depending on their relative spin alig
ment. Due to the Pauli exclusion principle, the Coulomb
pulsion is slightly lower if the spins are parallel and sligh

FIG. 6. Variation of the superexchange interaction between
Mn atoms with the Mn-O-Mn bend angle obtained from Eq.~6!.
Since t/ed!1, the cos2u dependence of Eq.~7! is followed. The
parameters used areed56 eV andt521 eV.
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higher if they are antiparallel. The intervening oxygen ato
thereby produces a net ferromagnetic Mn-Mn interacti
Now, for this mechanism to work for a filled-shell atom su
as oxygen, the relevant O (2p) orbitals mediating the ex-
change have to be coupled to other states, e.g.,
conduction-band states in the crystal.

To describe this indirect exchange, we consider a Fa
Anderson-type model with a single oxygenp orbital ~de-
scribed by the creation and annihilation operatorscps

† and
cps) coupled to the conduction band~described bycks

† and
cks):

H5(
s

epsnps1(
ks

ekcks
† cks1(

ks
Vks~cps

† cks1H.c.!,

~8!

with the twist that the oxygen orbital energyeps depends on
the spin orientation of the neighboring Mn atoms:

eps5ep22l~SW 1•sW 1SW 2•sW !. ~9!

Heres is the spin of the O electron, andSW 1 andSW 2 those of
the Mn atoms, which for simplicity will be treated as class
cal spins of lengthS53/2. The parameterl is the difference
of the Mn-O intersite Coulomb repulsion corresponding
the parallel or antiparallel alignment of an oxygen electr
spin with respect to that of a Mn electron.l is in fact the
important parameter responsible for the FM indirect e
change.

The interactionVks mixes conduction-band states into th
oxygen level,cps

† 5acps
† 1(kbkscks

† , with the correspond-
ing energy shift of the oxygen level given by

Dps5(
k

uVksu2

eps2Dps2eks
52E

0

emaxVs
2~e!rs~e!de

Dps2eps1e
,

~10!

Here the energy integration runs over the conduction-b
energies, from zero toemax, where the band bottom define
the zero of energy andrs denotes the conduction-band de
sity of states. Equation~10! may be solved iteratively from
which the exchange energy may be obtained by taking
difference in energy corresponding to the FM and the
alignment of the two Mn spins:

Jex5E↑↑2E↓↓5(
s

Dps~↑↓ !2Dps~↑↑ !. ~11!

Here the two arrows refer to the Mn core spins and thes
summation is over spin-up and -down states of the oxy
atom, both of which are occupied.

o

FIG. 7. Sketch of the ferromagnetic indirect exchange betw
Mn spins mediated via an oxygen atom. The spin polarization of
‘‘filled-shell’’ oxygen orbital is produced by the coupling to th
conduction-band states~see the text!.
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Now, if we model the coupling by a constant interacti
Vs

2(e)rs(e)5const5V0 , the energy shift is then given by

Dps5V0lnFemax1Dps2eps

Dps2eps
G . ~12!

The resultingJex may be seen to scale roughly asl2 for
small values ofl.

In fact, in the limit of weak interaction and a narro
conduction band, i.e.,Vs

2(e)rs(e)5V82d(e2e0), V8!(e0

2ep), andl!(e02ep), one finds that

Jex'2
V82l2

2~e02ep!3
. ~13!

This mechanism therefore produces a net ferromagnetic
change between the two Mn spins irrespective of the sign
l, as might be expected.

There is no direct way of measuring the magnitude ol
but we suppose that it is about 10% of the magnitude of
intersite CoulombU, which is typically;0.3– 0.5 eV. If as
typical parameters we takeep'22 eV, l'0.05 eV, V0
'1 eV,emax'5 eV, the iterative solution of Eq.~12! results
in a ferromagneticJex'3.7 meV. Here we have incorporate
an extra factor of 3 corresponding to the threefold deg
eracy of the oxygenp orbitals.

Even though the magnitude of the indirect exchangeJex
depends very much on the electronic parameters and c
vary from system to system, we presume that in the man
nites, it is about half of the AF superexchange term for
linear Mn-O-Mn bond in accord with our above estimate
This being the case, the AF interaction dominates for the
members of the perovskite manganites La12xCaxMnO3. The
magnitudeJex'8 meV for the linear Mn-O-Mn bond is thu
reduced to about half its value by the FM indirect exchan
resulting in a net antiferromagneticJ'1 meV (Jex5JS2),
consistent withJCaMnO3'10 K as estimated by Millis19 using
the cubic-lattice Heisenberg result30 TN52.9S(S11)J and
S53/2 and the experimentalTN'110 K for CaMnO3.31

In the insulating pyrochlores, DE is absent leaving the F
indirect exchange and the AF superexchange interaction
compete. Our calculations show that the latter interact
having been weakened due to the bend in the Mn-O-
angle, the FM indirect exchange now wins, making the s
tem weakly ferromagnetic.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, we have examined the interplay of the va
ous magnetic interactions in the manganese pyrochlo
With the three different exchange interactions, viz., t
u

r

x-
of

e

-

ld
a-
e
.
d

,

to
n
n
-

i-
s.

e

double exchange~FM!, the indirect exchange~FM!, and the
superexchange~AF!, taken into account, a consistent pictu
of magnetic interaction in the manganites emerges.

In the perovskite manganites La12xCaxMnO3, the more
or less linear Mn-O-Mn bond produces a much stronger
superexchange than the FM indirect exchange, thus turn
the end members LaMnO3 and CaMnO3 antiferromagnetic.
Doping with Ca eventually drives the system ferromagne
due to the DE interaction mediated by the doped carriers

In the insulating pyrochlores, the antiferromagnetic sup
exchange is considerably diminished owing to the large be
in the Mn-O-Mn bond, making the indirect exchange win
a result, producing a weak net ferromagnetic exchange in
action. In the metallic pyrochlores, the DE mechanism p
duced by the small number of Zener carriers is present
well, which makes the ferromagnetism more robust as co
pared to the insulating pyrochlores. This is consistent w
the relatively larger value ofTc;120 K observed in the me-
tallic pyrochlores, while in the insulating pyrochloresTc is
either small,;20 K, or else a clear FM phase is not ob
served.

The density-functional calculations for the metall
Tl2Mn2O7 compound showed interesting differences b
tween the perovskite and the pyrochlore manganites as
gards the nature of the Zener carriers. While LaMnO3is an
insulator, so that itinerant carriers must be introduced by
doping, Tl2Mn2O7, on the other hand, has a small number
itinerant Zener carriers already present, so that, even at
ichiometry, the DE mechanism is operative. These Ze
carriers originate from the minority-spinG1 band with a
combination of Mnt2g , Tl 6s, and O 2p characters, but no
Mn eg character.

Unlike the perovskites, where the Zener carrier spins
aligned parallel to the Mn core spins due to Hund’s rule, t
carriers in the pyrochlores prefer anantiparallel alignment.
That the DE mechanism is unchanged irrespective of
spin-alignment preference of the Zener carriers with resp
to the core spins is in fact already well known.4 The metallic
pyrochlores can thus be considered as consisting of a s
number of conduction electrons interacting via DE with
lattice of localized spins, which, unlike the perovskite ma
ganites, is already weakly ferromagnetic due to indirect e
change. The conduction electrons merely strengthen the
isting FM interaction via double exchange.
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